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Thank you for your love, prayers, and support during these exciting
days! We want to encourage you that our God is alive and well and
working on your behalf. Like the Covid tests we received this spring
in Texas before we departed for Thailand on March 10 (which was
also our 14th wedding anniversary)— full price those tests would
have cost the five of us $1,600 but, thanks to God’s intervention and
some phone calls from friends, they were free! Or the fact that the
donations given toward that trip were the exact amount of our
flight and quarantine hotel costs— coincidence? We think
providence!
2 Corinthians 9:8 says, “And God is able to bless you abundantly,
so that in all things at all times, having all that you need, you will
abound in every good work.” We
are convinced that we will
abound in this good work He has given
us, and we’re equally convinced that He’s got a good work for
you too! We are all called to something great because we’re all called to people.
People are at the heart of what God is doing. If you teach, help, give, encourage, or
work with others you’re a direct link between that person and the Lord. Don’t miss
that miracle and be sure to invest in the people within your sphere of influence.
As the verse says, we want to “abound” in the work we’ve been given. For the next
three months we’ll be in Alaska, we’re excited to be on mission wherever we are,
sharing hope along the way!

Find out more at
www.LovingLifeMissions.org

This year we began a UAV (unmanned aerial vehicles) program to deliver
medicine, vaccines and other supplies autonomously. What a time-saver
and literal life-saver it will be to quickly dispatch a UAV for delivering
medicine to remote locations. Big thanks to our friends at ITEC for their
training and help with this tool! Please pray for its continued development!
This little baby can travel up to 80 miles
roundtrip, automatically drop its payload,
return and autoland – all via GPS!

Congratulations to our friend and FBR coworker Kittikoon who earned his FAA Flight Instructor certificate
this year! Kit spent January-February with us in Texas and worked hard toward this accomplishment! This
brings Kit’s 7+ years of aviation training full circle and allows him to begin training FBR pilots.
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Whether our family is in Texas, Alaska, or
Thailand, we have enjoyed working with so
many different people and helping encourage
and strengthen friends along the way! God is
always good, always faithful, and always has
opportunities for us to partner with him in
Kingdom work.

A large portion Zack’s time this spring was given to an avionics upgrade in FBR’s Cessna 172. Simplifying and
upgrading the instrument panel makes our operation safer and more reliable during the months of heavy pollution
each spring in Northern Thailand. We’re thankful for our partnership with PF Flyers of Greenville, SC for their
support, expertise and help on this project!
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We returned
to Texas in July
to host Kawsay
and his wife
Lele and train
him toward his
private pilot
license.
Kawsay and
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FBR’s Medical
Patient Care
program.

